
HOW TO WRITE A POLITICAL SATIRE

Current events are a prime target of satire because most people who write or. such as The Onion and political cartoons
in The New Yorker, but satire has a long, In order to write satire about current events, you will need to.

Satire is used to show foolishness or corruption in people, organizations, or governments, by using sarcasm or
irony. And then, in the class, it was on to theory. This proved to be a prescient decision, as both MSNBC and
FOX news launched within the year; the show Winstead co-created is still known as much for skewering how
news is presented as it is for skewering the news itself. Of course not. During the presidential campaign ,
Saturday Night Live gained wide attention because former cast member Tina Fey returned to the show to
satirize Republican Vice Presidential candidate Sarah Palin. Satire does demand a response, as Winstead said.
Weekend Update is a fake news segment on the show that satirizes politics and current events. Ed Miliband
eating a bacon sandwich How offensive something is probably depends on which way you vote 8. So, here are
my 10 golden rules for how to make an up-to-the-minute political comedy. We spent much of the rest of the
day working on our own satiric pieces, in groups of four, with Winstead repeatedly dropping in on the group,
looking over our work, and offering suggestions. Another trick is to take things farther than they have already
gone. Once while filming Drop the Dead Donkey, when we were up against a ridiculous deadline, we chose a
location that at first glance seemed perfect. In this manner, Joly communicated the secret ways in which
liberalism might spawn a despot like Napoleon III. Don't act like a tabloid reporter; stick to general things, like
the way they dress or things they have said. Influence in politics[ edit ] Contributions[ edit ] According to the
findings of the Pew Survey , both younger and older audiences are turning to late-night comedy shows as not
only a source of entertainment, but also for an opportunity to gain political awareness. Power hungry: David
Cameron eating a hot dog with a knife and fork 3. It looks like the basement rumpus room of some hipster
uncle. Sarcasm Sarcasm is a bitter remark, jibe, or taunt. It's even better if you know someone famous. My
policy is to keep my head low, ask questions when I have them, do whatever work is asked of me, and
otherwise just quietly drain fluids and occasionally vibrate. The artistes had to learn and deliver last-minute
jokes about Radovan Karadzic and Slobodan Milosevic. About 30 students registered, including yours truly,
and spent a good portion of the day in the basement of Java Jacks coffee shop in south Minneapolis. Notably,
research findings released by National Annenberg Election Survey NAES concede that followers of satire
news are more knowledgeable and consume more news than the general population. I think they half expect
the piece to be performed in Latin. In addition to Fey's striking physical resemblance to Palin, the
impersonation of the vice presidential candidate was also noteworthy because of Fey's humorous use of some
of exactly the same words Palin used in media interviews and campaign speeches as a way to perform political
satire. Situational irony occurs when what actually happens is not what was expected. Some creative people I
have worked with are very much of the opinion that you can say, or do whatever you want with satire and
comedy. Does saying that mockery is okay because it is political satire make it true? When a narrative is used
in a drama to give the audience more information, then that can supply dramatic irony. Winstead had written a
name on a white board: John Boehner. Both hosts' television programs were broadcast on Comedy Central ,
while The Daily Show continues to run featuring a new host. Sometimes it is humorous in the way it makes its
point; other times it is serious and painful. Now that you have selected a topic, here are a few more satire
writing tips: Your satire does not need to be vicious or obscene. They knew what they were getting into. Make
sure someone presses record Self-explanatory. We just continued working past the end of class, and Winstead
just kept checking in with everybody and offering suggestions. Later examples such as Jonathan Swift 's A
Modest Proposal are more outright in their satirical nature. If there is a trend in a story, you could play it out to
suggest what might happen down the line. Sometimes fact is stranger than fiction.


